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FEBRUARY NEWS & UPDATES

Innovative Products for Demanding Telemetry Applications

For nearly 50 years, GDP Space Systems and Acroamatics Telemetry Systems have been providing reliable solutions to the telemetry and flight test communities.

The NEW Model 674DM Dual Advanced PCM Bit Sync Mezzanine offers a compact design that provides a cost-effective and modular high-quality Bit Sync add-on to Acroamatics entire line of single slot PCI single card TM processing card products. View the datasheet.

The NEW Model 1635AP Real-time PCIe Programmable Data Stream Processor & Distribution (PDSP) Card is a powerful low-latency DSP based multi-stream telemetry card that serves as the hub of Acroamatics' industry-leading real-time range Telemetry Data Processing (TDP) product line. View the datasheet.

Airbus Defense and Space Chooses AMPEX to Support Canada’s Search and Rescue Aircraft Replacement

AMPEX has been awarded a contract by Airbus Defense and Space to supply TuffServ222 (TS222) Multi-channel Video Recorders, in support of the Government of Canada’s Fixed-Wing Search and Rescue Aircraft Replacement (FWSAR) project.

The CC-295 variant of the Airbus C-295 will be the new FWSAR aircraft for the Royal Canadian Air Force, replacing the CC-115 Buffalo and the legacy CC-130H Hercules fleets. The turbo-prop C-295 is in use in 28 countries, mostly for military transport, but also for maritime/overland surveillance and anti-submarine warfare.

AMPEX’s TS222 Video Recorder records, encodes, reproduces and streams SD & HD-SDI video with embedded metadata. The TS222 Video Recording System is designed to support simultaneous recording, reproduction, and streaming of both high-definition and standard-definition video. For this project, the TS222 will include capabilities such as multiple input and output video interfaces, additional video channels, and slow-motion replay at different speeds. Read the full press release here.

Upcoming Events

Ground System Architectures Workshop
GDP Space Systems / Acroamatics
Feb 25 - 28
Renaissance Los Angeles Airport Hotel
Los Angeles, CA

Avalon Australian Int'l Airshow & Aerospace & Defence Expo
Ampex
Feb 28 - March 3
Geelong, Victoria
Booth #CA Pavilion

AMPEX has been featured in Australian Defense Magazine, take a look!

Cutting-edge Video Encoding Solutions Nominated for AUVSI's Technology Innovation Award
Ampex Japan Ltd. is pleased to announce the successful audit and continued certification of its Quality Management System by QA International Certificates Ltd. and is in compliance with the latest version of the ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Standard!

View the certificate.

Delta Digital Video's H.265 Rugged Video Encoders have been nominated for an AUVSI Xcellence Technology Innovation Award in the Vision / Camera Systems & Components category!

AUVSI Xcellence Awards honor innovations in the unmanned systems community that demonstrate a commitment to advancing technology, leading and promoting safe operations and developing programs that use unmanned systems to improve the human condition. Winners will be announced at AUVSI Xponential 2019 in Chicago, IL.

AMPEX Wins Cybersecurity Excellence Awards!

The 2019 Cybersecurity Excellence Awards recognize companies, products and individuals that demonstrate innovation and leadership in information security. The awards are produced by Cybersecurity Insiders in partnership with the Information Security Community on LinkedIn, tapping into the vast experience of 400,000+ cybersecurity professionals to honor the world's best products, professionals and organizations. Read the press release.

- Cybersecurity Professional of the Year (Aaron Fansler, Chief Technologist)
- Cybersecurity Team of the Year
- Critical Infrastructure Security
- Internet of Things Security (IoT)
- ICS / SCADA Security
- Security Monitoring
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